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LucuUiis.   You will avoid, I think, Caesar, one of his peculiarities ; his tendency to superstition.
^ Caesar. I dare promise this ; and even to write nothing so fiat and idle as his introduction to the Cyropaedia. The first sentence that follows it, I perceive, repeats the same word, with its substantive, four times. This is a trifle: but great writers and great painters do miracles or mischief by a single touch. Our authors are so addicted of late to imitate the Grecian, that a bad introduction is more classical than a good one. Not to mention any friend of yours, Crispus Sallustius, who is mine, brought me one recently of this description ; together with some detached pieces Df a history, which nothing in our prose or poetry hath surpassed in animation.
" Lucullus.   We ought to talk of these things by ourselves ; not before the vulgar ; by which expression I mean the unlearned ind irreverent, in forum and in senate.   Our Cicero has indeed ivoided such inelegance as that of Xenophon:  one perhaps less pardonable may be found repeatedly in his works:  I would say in inelegance not arising from neglect,  or obtusity of ear, but :oming forth in the absence of reflection.   He often says, 'mirari oleo'.   Now surely a wise man soon ceases to wonder at anything, ind instead of indulging in the habitude of wonder at one object, >rings it closer to him, makes it familiar, discusses, and dismisses t.   He told me in his last letter of an incredible love and affec-ion for me.   Pardon me, Caesar! pardon me, Genius of Rome! nd Mercury! I exclaimed, 'The clown !' laughing heartily.   He rould not that I should really have thought his regard incredible ; >n the contrary, that I should believe it and confide in it to its ufl  extent,   and  that  I  should flatter  myself it was not only >ossible but reasonable.   In vain will any one remark to me, Such phrases are common'.   In our ordinary language there are iany beauties, more or less visible according to their place and eason, which a judicious writer and forcible orator mil subject d his arbitration and service: there are also many things which, : used at all, must be used cautiously.   I may be much at mv

